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ABSTRACT 

This article studies the quality and the satisfaction variables of the current situation 

as the housing in Metropolitan Lima, the Peruvian city with the highest population 

number, the largest number of homes from self-construction and, the lack of land to build 

new houses. Two instruments were designed to measure each one of the variables, and 

research was required to have a quantitative, transversal, and non-experimental 

approach. This study verified the direct relationship that exists between the variables and 

had determined the current state of each one. Besides, they will rank the dimensions of 

satisfaction for housing quality. 

Keywords: Housing quality, Index, Satisfaction, Instrument, Regression, Correlation. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Housing is an important place for human beings because it means being the first place to 

understand the world (Zubiri, 1998; D'agiout, 2006). Its impetus lies in three dimensions: 

functional, because it shelters and protects them from inclement weather and other 

factors (UN-HABITAT, 2010); the emotional, because it represents the home or family 

(Sánchez Estévez, 2013) and the symbolic, because it allows satisfying the need for self-

realization (Rodríguez and Sugranyes, 2004). That is, the right to decent housing implies 

satisfaction at all levels ranging from physiological to self-realization as a symbol of the 

goal of life (Maslow, 1991). In this way, the house allows the quality of life of its users 

through its quality. 

However, quality has traditionally been interpreted as the product or service that meets 

objective specifications, which are logically measurable (Pérez, 2010). This can be 

interpreted and measured in another way, involving the client and estimating their level of 

satisfaction (Juran and Gryna, 2005). Therefore, the quality of the home does not consist 

only in evaluating the product based on its material presentation, considering, for 

example, its good image, resistance, that it does not have imperfections or scratches in 



the finish (deterioration), that it has the basic water, sewage and electricity services 

(Arévalo-Tomé, 1999; Cattaneo et al., 2009; Reátegui Vela, 2015) or that functionally 

respond to the planned activities, all of which are quantitative characteristics; but it is also 

conditioned to an emotional quality: that which implies and values the condition of home 

to the detriment of housing per se (Gifford, 2007). 

A home must allow to satisfy the internal-subjective demands of the user related to their 

tastes and preferences, measured and interpreted through satisfaction scales, so that the 

quality home can meet not only all the requirements of a regulation and its utilitarian end, 

but also, being a means for the user to achieve satisfaction. 

Cities will continue to grow (Soto-Cortés, 2015) towards the formation of megacities 

(Graizbord, 2007), either due to the influence of the social in the peripheries or due to 

capitalist pressure, in any case, with the sacrifice of the urban. On the one hand, the 

precariousness of housing concerns the urban sustainability and quality of life of people, 

especially those who live in vulnerable buildings due to empirical self-construction, and on 

the other hand, generating phenomena in the city, such as urban ghettos (security 

fantasies that expire outside the walls), with increasingly smaller houses and with more 

inefficient energy consumption with respect to electricity consumption (Hancevic and 

Navajas, 2015), segregating or gentrifying human groups and, therefore, segregating the 

city , either due to the fragmentation caused by mega-blocks of condominiums or by 

locations of economic and social discrimination (Macip, 2008). 

SENCICO (2013), for example, ensures that 60% of homes in Peru are the product of self-

construction. In Metropolitan Lima this figure rises to more than 50%. Likewise, of the 

total homes, 60% are vulnerable to earthquakes (El Comercio, 2014). To this last problem 

are added others: 

There is less and less land in the city to cannibalize (Davis, 1994), because of the capitalist 

real estate sector (Schteingart, 1979). 

When land is obtained, the phenomenon of gentrification appears (Soja, 2008), perhaps 

due to an oligopolistic market (Sánchez Arrastio, 2011), separating those economic groups 

towards the peripheries (Sabatini et al., 2017) and indirectly promoting the "autonomous" 

growth (Schteingart, 1979). 

Due to the scarcity of land, both for the capitalist real estate sector and for autonomous 

growth, each time the housing problem approaches phenomena such as coffin homes and 

cage home (Dwan et al., 2013), with precarious conditions (Santana Rivas, 2013), or in the 

best case towards a cubicle home (Dwan et al., 2013). 

In order not to continue with the detriment of the quality of life of users (Sánchez Barrera, 

2015), the present article proposes as an objective to know the satisfaction of the user's 

quality of housing through satisfaction levels, and its relationship with an index of quality 



of housing measured objectively. With this, consider an empirical model that estimates 

the housing quality index in Metropolitan Lima, which, as a proposal, also serves as a 

control tool for housing design in the short term. 

The research also seeks to identify and rank the degree of relationship between each of 

the dimensions of satisfaction with quality of housing and the index of quality of housing 

in Metropolitan Lima. Being such dimensions: Housing-City Relation, Housing-Environment 

Relation and, Housing Characteristics (Living space). 

 

2. METHOD 

The research design for the present work is non-experimental. Likewise, it is descriptive as 

it indicates the characteristics and properties of the Housing Quality Index (HQI) and the 

Housing Quality Satisfaction (HQS). It is also a cross-sectional investigation because the 

data collection process was carried out in the same period, in 2017. Finally, it is a 

correlational investigation because the HQI and HQS were related, through statistical 

models that allowed finding some relationship between them. 

Two instruments were designed for data collection. The first is a survey that measures 

Household Quality Satisfaction (HQS) of heads of household, made up of 67 questions 

with a Likert-type response scale (1-5); the second, an instrument for consulting the 

expert (verification sheet), made up of 13 indicators with a scoring scale (0-5), which 

measures the Housing Quality Index (HQI) of the dwelling corresponding to each head of 

household respondent. Such questionnaires turned out to be statistically valid and reliable 

after their application in a selected pilot sample. 

Table 1 shows more clearly the relationship of constructs that make up the study model, 

which in turn are part of the instruments mentioned in the previous paragraph. 

 

Table 1 

Constructs of the study model 

 

   Variables 

 Dimensions Subdimensions HQIb HQSc 

Housing 

Qualitya 

Housing-city 

relationship 

Housing centrality relationship I1 P1, P2 

Home-work relationship I2 P3, P4 

Housing-services relationship I3 P5, P6 

Zoning-land use-mobility I4 P7-P11 

Housing-

environment 

Physical-spatial I5 P12-P31 

Social I6 P32 



relationship Physical environmental I7 P33-P35 

Image-identify I8 P36-P39 

Characteristics of 

the house 

(habitable space) 

Functionality and spatiality: space I9 P40-P45 

Functionality and spatiality: 

comfort 

I10 P46-P53 

Functionality and spatiality: form I11 P54, P55 

Economic aspects I12 P56, P57 

Technical- constructive aspects I13 P58-P67 

Note: HQI: housing quality index; HQS: satisfaction with the quality of the home. Adapted 

from "Bases for the design of social housing: according to the needs and expectations of 

users", by A. L. Pérez, 2013, Bogotá, Colombia: Ediciones Unisalle. 

aIt is the variable that gives rise to the new HQI and HQS variables. bIt is calculated using 

thirteen items that are valued with points that vary from 0 to 5. cIt is calculated by 

responding to sixty-seven questions valued within a Likert-type satisfaction scale that 

varies from 1 to 5. 

 

An intentional non-probabilistic sampling was carried out (also called convenience 

sampling), due to the limitation to have a sampling frame and the economic coverage to 

collect total information by the PAPI method (traditional pencil and paper method). In this 

way, a sample of 919 heads of households was established and taken, supported by the 

stratified sampling technique with proportional allocation, despite the fact that the 

original sampling technique is different, since there is no history of sampling with a similar 

scenario as a reference. . 

The process of applying questionnaires for data collection was carried out through a 

combination of several methods: PAPI (traditional pencil and paper method), CAWI (filling 

in the questionnaire through the web) and, by telephone (simulation of interview), and 

some requests for information from the head of the household via email. 

The method of Selecting an Arbitrary Point on the Scale was proposed and applied for the 

construction of the Housing Quality Index (HQI). Likewise, the statistical techniques of 

Correlation and Multiple Linear Regression were used to determine the relationship 

between both variables (Gujarati and Porter, 2009; Montgomery, 2005). 

 

2.1.  The proposed method of selecting an arbitrary point on the scale 

The Method of Selection of an Arbitrary Point on the Scale was designed, because the 

need arises to find a way to build a robust Housing Quality Index before the manipulations 

caused by the researcher himself at the time of establishing it, and also, those of the 

specialist who will make use of it in the field; which are translated into terms of statistical 

error that harm the sensible estimation of the index and its possible extrapolation to the 



future. That is, the method is intended to build an index that is not affected by any bias of 

the researcher to define the index scales and the objective evaluations that each of these 

may have. Likewise, the model that supports the index can considerably control what the 

field specialist could undervalue or overvalue in terms of any of its component 

dimensions. 

The Method of Selecting an Arbitrary Point on the Scale allows the index to be 

constructed by the researcher, based on his preparation and experience regarding the 

subject that gives life to the index; be evaluated in a more demanding way (controlling for 

biases), but preserving the assessment scales originally proposed by it. 

Undoubtedly, the method does not restrict that initially the researcher intervenes in the 

general logic of the evaluation that the index carries out to determine the quality of a 

home, but from now on the method itself is who independently executes the final 

evaluation of it. 

Four scales were proposed that place the Housing Quality Index, the same ones shown in 

table 2. 

 

Table 2 

Housing quality index (HQI) scales 

 Scale Interval Score 

HQI Deficient [0 ; 0.55> 0 

 Acceptable [0.55 ; 0.70> 1 

 High [0.70 ; 0.85> 2 

 Higher [0.85 ; 1] 3 

Note: the housing quality index is a value that varies from zero (absence of quality) to one 

(total presence of quality). 

 

The scales created will allow in this way to diagnose the situation of the quality of a 

particular home, after estimating it with data collected in the field. That is, the scales 

guide in many decisive aspects at the macro and micro level. 

Additionally, each scale was scored with consecutive evaluations starting from zero (lack 

of quality), moving forward by one unit; in such a way that, a poor HQI registers 0 points, 

an acceptable HQI registers 1 point, a high HQI registers 2 points and a higher HQI 

registers 3 points. Such scores favor the elaboration of simple logical simulations of the 

behavior of the index against its components, which are used to recalculate the weights 

that the components contribute to the index. 



To carry out the application of the method, it was also necessary to specify an "arbitrary 

field" or field of variation where the arbitrary value to be chosen within the scale of the 

components of the index is located. Such an arbitrary field is bounded, mainly, by a critical 

point at its lower end, which divides the deficient valuation zone below it from the 

acceptable zone above it. Being for this case the arbitrary point selected the score 3 

(figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Determination of the field of variation where the arbitrary value is located within 

the scale. The gray shadow represents the defined field of variation, bounded below by 

the critical point 2.5 and above by the score 4. The black arrows indicate that the arbitrary 

value is selected from a position far from the extremes that define its field of variation. 

 

The selection of an arbitrary point on the scale of the components offers the researcher 

the possibility of focusing only on three objective positions when performing the 

simulations of these against the index, without having to replace the original scale as was 

done with the index. In this case, zero will indicate the absence of component (0), five will 

indicate the total presence of component (5) and three will indicate the partial presence 

of component (3). 

The method proposes the application of a simple linear regression with all the simulations 

carried out, in order to detect new weights for the components through adjustment, 

which are re-expressed in their equivalence in number of questions proportionally; not 

without first having grouped the dimensions of less relevance and leaving the ones of 

greater relevance free. With this, it was possible to define the model for estimating the 

Housing Quality Index (HQI) adjusted by the new weights that each dimension contributes 

to it. Thus, the model was as follows: 

 



Where, 

I1: housing-centrality relationship; I2: home-work relationship; I3: housing-services 

relationship; I4: zoning-land use-mobility; I5: physical-spatial; I6: social; I7: physical-

environmental; I8: image-identity; I9: functionality and spatiality-space; I10: functionality 

and spatiality-comfort; I11: functionality and spatiality-form; I12: economic aspects; I13: 

technical-constructive aspects. 

In the equation, note that the components with less relevance were expressed with their 

original weights, while the components with greater relevance were re-expressed with 

multiplied weights. So much so that components I4 (zoning-land use-mobility), I7 

(physical-environmental), and I13 (technical-constructive aspects) respectively weigh 10, 

9, and 16 times what they originally weighed. 

Table 3 shows the evaluations recorded by the thirteen components of the Housing 

Quality Index for six selected observations. Likewise, they accompany the adjusted and 

unadjusted indices. In this comparative way, it is intended to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the application of the Method of Selection of an Arbitrary Point on the 

Scale. 

 

Table 3 

Comparison of a normal HQI versus a method-adjusted HQI 

N° I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 I11 I12 I13 HQI HQI

A 

48 5 3 5 1 2 4 1 4 2 1 3 5 0 .55 .27 

318 3 3 4 4 2 3 5 2 4 2 4 4 4 .68 .90 

430 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 4 2 4 2 2 .40 .41 

697 1 3 2 0 2 2 1 3 4 3 4 3 0 .43 .18 

702 1 3 2 0 2 2 1 3 4 3 4 3 0 .73 .18 

913 4 4 5 4 4 5 1 4 4 4 4 5 0 .74 .46 

Note: N °: observation number; HQI: index of quality of housing without adjustment; 

HQIA: quality index of tight housing. 

 

The simple indices estimated for observations number 48, 702, and 913, registered scores 

of 0.55, 0.73, and 0.74 respectively, placing the first in an acceptable quality of housing 

index and the remaining two in a high index. While, for these same records, their adjusted 

indices were 0.27, 0.18, and 0.46 points respectively; reflecting in this way, a notable 

displacement of the quality of housing for these observations, placing them in a position 

of poor quality. Note that the adjusted index of observation number 702 showed a more 

dramatic change, due to the high difference that it has with respect to its simple index. 



The above comparison allows us to check the approximation of the index adjusted to its 

real value, but not before noticing that, by theory and logic, it is not possible that the 

quality index of a home is acceptable or more than acceptable when its component I13 

(aspects technical-constructive) is absent, or in other words, its evaluation turns out to be 

zero; which the simple index places erroneously when assuming all the components with 

equal competences, while the adjusted index does not. 

Additionally, table 3 shows observations number 318, 430, and 697, which recorded 

simple housing quality indices of 0.68, 0.40, and 0.43 points respectively; and adjusted 

indices of 0.90, 0.41, and 0.18 points respectively. Note in such a way that for observation 

number 318, the housing quality index is relocated from an acceptable position to a higher 

one, due to the fact that the three components with the greatest contribution to it, 

register valuations no less than 4. Meanwhile, for the In the case of observations number 

430 and 697, the situation of the index remains in the same poor position. 

Although it is true, observation number 697 maintains its quality index in the same 

position, this being deficient; It can be verified that the score recorded by the index falls 

with some force because component I13 (technical-constructive aspects) is absent. 

Likewise, it can be noted that the simple and adjusted indices of observation number 430 

present a negligible difference, validating this because the components registered low 

valuations. 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

3.1.  Head of household profile 

Regarding the profile of the head of household surveyed, it can be specified that: 

59% of the participants are male and the remaining 41% female; the majority with ages 

between 18 and 34 years (77.2%) and a greater concentration (54.5%) between 25 and 34 

years. 59.1% stated that they had obtained university as the last degree of instruction, 

while 13.6% stated that they had obtained technical as the last degree of instruction. 

Likewise, 24.2% and 3.1% respectively showed basic and postgraduate levels of 

instruction. 

The majority of household heads (82%) reside in formal areas, among urbanizations, 

cooperatives and associations, while the minority (18%) reside in informal areas such as 

youth towns and human settlements. 59.1% of heads of household reside in single-family 

homes, 31.8% in multi-family homes and 9.1% in two-family homes. 

 



3.2.  Object variables 

The quality indices of the dwellings of the surveyed heads of households were estimated, 

finding the following distribution: 27.5% with high HQI, 18.4% with acceptable HQI and 

54.1% with poor HQI. Likewise, according to the location of the dwellings, most of the 

dwellings have acceptable quality indices in the Central Lima areas with an average score 

of 0.62 points, in North Lima with 0.57 points and East Lima with 0.56 points. Meanwhile, 

it can be seen that South Lima scored a poor quality index of 0.45 points on average, and 

Modern Lima a high index of 0.80 points on average. 

Note that the calculated indices do not necessarily allow their generalization within the 

corresponding area, in addition, it would be necessary to observe well and analyze each of 

the values mentioned above; for example, in North Lima and East Lima an HQI of 0.57 and 

0.56 that despite not being far from the limit between a deficient level and an acceptable 

level (0.55), both values correspond to an acceptable level of quality. In other words, if the 

indices produced were necessary to make a decision (management), it would be 

appropriate to consult the database on how high, if it is high, or how acceptable, if it is 

acceptable, is the level of quality of the dwellings in any area (table 4). 

The satisfaction of the heads of household with the quality of their dwellings was 

identified according to three defined dimensions. Regarding the dimension Housing-City 

Relationship (X1), North Lima and South Lima presented the lowest scores (27.41 and 

26.32 respectively), taking as reference their corresponding comparative values (table 4). 

East Lima, North Lima and South Lima registered the lowest scores regarding the Housing-

Environment Relationship dimension (X2), taking as a reference their corresponding 

comparative values, with 74.58, 75.31 and 64.60 points respectively. Finally, Lima Sur 

obtained the lowest score, 63.77 points, in the dimension Housing Characteristics (X3), 

taking into account its corresponding comparative value. 

 

Table 4 

Estimation of the representative housing quality index (HQI) by area of residence 

  Central 

Lima 

East 

Lima 

Modern 

Lima 

North 

Lima 

South 

Lima 

 Frequency 77 271 114 261 196 

HQI Average .62 .56 .80 .57 .45 

 Classification Acceptable Acceptable High Acceptable Deficient 

X1 Average 38.53 a 34.56 a 30.18 a 27.41 a 26.32 a 

 Comparative .70 b .63 b .55 b .50 b .48 b 

X2 Average 88.52 a 74.58 a 103.06 a 75.31 a 64.60 a 

 Comparative .63 b .53 b .74 b .54 b .46 b 

X3 Average 86.90 a 80.20 a 113.94 a 104.03 a 63.77 a 



 Comparative .62 b .57 b .81 b .74 b .46 b 

Note: HQI: housing quality index; X1: housing-city relationship; X2: home-environment 

relationship; X3: characteristics of the home. aAverage HQS score. bIt was calculated taking 

the average score recorded by the dimension, with respect to the maximum score that the 

dimension could score if its HQS were perfect (maximum score calculated using the 

proposed method of selecting an arbitrary point on the scale). 

 

It was observed that most of the areas of residence concentrate over 50% of homes with 

poor quality indices (low HQI) evaluating the Q2 and Q3 quartiles (table 5). East Lima 

scored a Q2 of 0.400 and a Q3 of 0.702, meaning that 50% of the homes studied in the 

sector scored deficient indices, below 0.400; likewise, the next 25% scored indices below 

0.702, between poor and acceptable. Similarly, North Lima scored with a Q2 of 0.345 and 

a Q3 of 0.632. Meanwhile, South Lima scored a Q2 of 0.177 and a Q3 of 0.354, being the 

most critical scenario, since 75% of the homes studied in the sector scored deficient 

indexes, below 0.354. 

 

Table 5 

Detail of the housing quality index (HQI) according to area of residence 

 Central 

Lima 

East 

Lima 

Modern 

Lima 

North 

Lima 

South 

Lima 

Average .62 .56 .80 .57 .45 

Standard deviation .138 .234 .073 .216 .169 

Q2 .618 .400 .784 .345 .177 

Q3 .709 .702 .827 .632 .354 

Note: Q2: quartile two or median; Q3: quartile three. 

 

3.3.  Diagnosis of viability of the multiple linear regression model 

A general analysis of the recorded data was carried out, in order to verify the randomness 

and normality of these, in such a way that the viability of the adjustment of the Linear 

Regression model can be determined and this allows testing the existing relationship 

between the Housing Quality Index variables and dimensions of Housing Quality 

Satisfaction. Note that compliance with the aforementioned requirements allowed a good 

fit of the model on the data, guaranteeing a good estimation of the variable under study 

with low levels of error, that is, the predictions obtained are more accurate. 

To verify the randomness of the data, the Runs test was applied, which allowed the 

contrast of Hypothesis zero (H0): the HQI variable is random, compared to Hypothesis one 



(H1): the HQI variable is not random. The significance value of the test was 0.600, the 

same that exceeds 0.05 (chosen discrepancy value). Due to this, the zero hypothesis was 

accepted, that is, the test determined that there is no significant evidence to say that the 

indices were not obtained from a random data collection or have been manipulated. 

It happened to demonstrate the normality of the main study variables (HQI and HQS) and 

of the dimensions of Satisfaction by Housing Quality, in such a way that the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test was used. Based on this, Hypothesis zero (H0) was contrasted: the variable 

has a normal distribution, compared to Hypothesis one (H1): the variable has no normal 

distribution. The test yielded significance values below the established discrepancy value 

of 0.05 for all variables, evidencing the lack of normality. 

It is well known that it is extremely important that the variables comply with belonging to 

a population with a normal or approximately normal distribution in order to make a good 

fit of the model (Regression). However, it is possible to perform an analysis of the 

correlations between the variables by comparing a parametric test (assuming that the 

requirements for its execution are met) with a non-parametric one (it does not require 

compliance with requirements) and thus be able to know how much the correlations 

estimated with both techniques differ. If no relevance arises between the differences in 

the correlations found with both tests and they are linearly acceptable, the model can be 

adjusted. 

It is important to emphasize that the data are prone to not passing the test of the 

assumption of normality because the percentage of low indices are greater than those of 

high indices, an almost frequent behavior in studies of social indicators. 

The correlation levels between the study variables were evaluated, first considering 

Pearson's parametric technique, which despite not having been tested the necessary 

requirements to carry out the technique, was calculated and compared with the levels of 

correlation obtained by a second, non-parametric technique, Spearman's Rho. The 

purpose of comparison allowed us to decide how appropriate it is to adjust a linear model 

on the data. The correlations calculated using both techniques were found to be identical, 

with acceptable and significant correlation values. 

The Pearson Correlations calculated among all the variables, one to another, resulted in a 

low (significant) linear correlation of 0.159 points between the Housing Quality Index and 

the dimension X1 of Housing Quality Satisfaction (table 6). Note that, in contrast to this, 

the Housing Quality Index presented high (significant) correlations of 0.604 and 0.574 

points against the X2 and X3 dimensions of Housing Quality Satisfaction, respectively. 

 

Table 6 

Pearson correlations 



  HQI HQS X1 X2 X3 

HQI Pearson c. 1 .683 .159 .604 .574 

 P value  .000 .000 .000 .000 

HQS Pearson c. .683 1 .228 .776 .904 

 P value .000  .000 .000 .000 

X1 Pearson c. .159 .228 1 .241 -.008 

 P value .000 .000  .000 .799 

X2 Pearson c.  .604 .776 .241 1 .457 

 P value .000 .000 .000  .000 

X3 Pearson c. .574 .904 -.008 .457 1 

 P value .000 .000 .799 .000  

Note: HQI: housing quality index; HQS: satisfaction with quality of housing; X1: housing-

city relationship; X2: home-environment relationship; X3: characteristics of the home. 

 

It should be mentioned that the low correlation between the Housing Quality Index and 

the first dimension of Housing Quality Satisfaction does not mean that there is no linear 

correlation between the two, but it could be interpreted as a logical dissonance between 

both variables, due to that the knowledge of a professional knowledgeable in design, 

finishes and architecture provides assessments based on their professional practice, while 

the knowledge of a head of household provides assessments based on a perception that is 

not necessarily judged in consideration of professional knowledge in issues related to the 

related specialty to assess the quality of a home. Therefore, this difference would turn out 

to be non-significant, but it does exist and is translated into the low linear correlation. 

Table 6 also shows the correlations between the dimensions of Housing Quality 

Satisfaction, one to another, resulting in correlations above -0.5 and below 0.5 points. The 

correlations in this case revealed a linear relationship, except for the X1 versus X3 

correlation, which tended to zero, indicating the negligible linear correlation between 

them. This behavior was beneficial for the data fitting stage in the model, because it 

ensures negligible multicollinearity between the regressors, which is expected as one of 

the assumptions to validate the fit of the Linear Regression Model, since it is the 

dimensions that act as independent variables. 

The correlations for the same crossing of variables were calculated using Spearman's non-

parametric RHO method (table 7) and it was noted that the new scores comply with 

behaviors similar to those obtained by the previous procedure, which allowed to tolerate 

the conservative viability of the linear adjustment. 

 

Table 7 

Spearman correlations (Rho) 



  HQI HQS X1 X2 X3 

HQI Spearman c. 1 .701 .150 .558 .614 

 P value  .000 .000 .000 .000 

HQS Spearman c. .701 1 .232 .702 .912 

 P value .000  .000 .000 .000 

X1 Spearman c. .150 .232 1 .246 .001 

 P value .000 .000  .000 .979 

X2 Spearman c. .558 .702 .246 1 .408 

 P value .000 .000 .000  .000 

X3 Spearman c. .614 .912 .001 .408 1 

 P value .000 .000 .979 .000  

Note: HQI: housing quality index; HQS: satisfaction with quality of housing; X1: housing-

city relationship; X2: home-environment relationship; X3: characteristics of the home. 

 

3.4.  Estimation and structural test of the multiple linear regression model 

After testing the feasibility of applying the linear model to the data, we proceeded to 

adjust it; For which, the variable Housing Quality Index was defined as a response variable 

or dependent variable and the dimensions of Satisfaction by Housing Quality, X1 (Housing-

city relationship), X2 (Housing-environment ratio) and X3 ( Characteristics of the dwelling-

habitable space) as regressive variables or independent variables. 

The fit of the data in the model was validated by applying the ANOVA test (Analysis of 

Variance), in such a way that the Zero Hypothesis (H0) was contrasted: The model is not 

explanatory (𝛽0 = 𝛽1 = 𝛽2 = 𝛽3 = 0), compared to Hypothesis one (H1): The model is 

explanatory (at least one 𝛽𝑖 ≠ 0). The test result yielded a significance value (0.00) lower 

than 0.05 (discrepancy value), allowing to reject the zero hypothesis. Meanwhile, it was 

concluded that the model is explanatory, that is, there is insufficient evidence to deny that 

the Housing Quality Index is explained by the regressive variables (dimensions of Housing 

Quality Satisfaction). 

The estimates of the model parameters (betas: weights of each independent variable) 

were calculated and their respective significance levels were measured after applying the 

T-Student Test (table 8), in order to contrast the Zero Hypothesis (H0) : 𝛽𝑖 = 0 against 

Hypothesis one (H1): 𝛽𝑖 ≠ 0. The test calculated the levels of significance for each of the 

parameters betas, 0.004, 0.011, 0.000 and 0.000 for the intercept, the dimension X1 

(Housing-city relation), X2 (Housing-environment relation) and X3 (Housing 

characteristics). -habitable space) respectively, these values being less than 5% as the 

fixed discrepancy value, concluding that each estimated beta is significantly non-zero, that 

is, each dimension of the Satisfaction by Housing Quality has a significant contribution or 

weight on the variable response to the Housing Quality Index. 

 



Table 8 

Estimation of the coefficients of the model (dependent variable HQI) 

 Non-stand. 

coefficient 

Stand. 

coefficient 

  

 B Tip. error Beta T Sig. 

(Constant) -.092 .032  -2.906 .004 

X1 .002 .001 .063 2.549 .011 

X2 .005 .000 .413 14.80

8 

.000 

X3 .003 .000 .386 14.26

6 

.000 

Note: X1: house-city relationship; X2: home-environment relationship; X3: characteristics 

of the home; B: non-standardized beta coefficients; T: T-Student test; Sig: significance 

value. 

 

The goodness of fit of the model was estimated through the Determination Coefficient (R 

squared), which scored 0.481, indicating that the model complies with explaining 48.1% of 

the variability of the Housing Quality Index. An R-squared of this magnitude may not be 

the most generous symptom of a superior or near perfect fit, but it reveals an acceptable 

composition of the variables, providing a good starting point for estimating a more 

sophisticated (polished) model in the future. 

Finally, the adjusted model took the following form: Ŷi = −0.092 + 0.002 X1 + 0.005 X2 + 

0.003 X3 + �̂�𝑖. Where Ŷi represents the dependent variable called the Housing Quality 

Index, X1 the Housing-City Relationship, X2 the Housing-Environment Ratio, X3 the 

Characteristics of the housing-habitable space and, �̂�i the Estimated Error. Being X1, X2 

and X3 the dimensions of Satisfaction by Housing Quality, mentioned above. 

As can be seen, the equation of the model has positive signs, mainly in the weights of the 

dimensions of Satisfaction by Housing Quality, except for the intercept. The negative 

intercept would indicate that, in the absence of all the regressive variables, the variable 

Housing Quality Index would take the value of -0.092, or simply 0. This value would have 

been a noise if it had taken a value further from the unit negatively, or perhaps much 

more distant, because it would have put into judgment the estimation of the parameters 

that make up the model. Meanwhile, the estimated model has parameters with expected 

signs according to the proposed theoretical model, then, when increasing by one unit any 

of the dimensions of Satisfaction by Housing Quality and, the rest remaining fixed, the 

variable Housing Quality will increase by as many units as the parameter or dimension 

represented weighs. 



Having estimated the standardized coefficients of the model, it was possible to rank the 

dimensions of Satisfaction by Housing Quality. Thus, the Housing-Environment 

Relationship dimension topped the list (0.413 points), followed by the Housing 

Characteristics dimension (0.386 points) and, finally, the Housing-City Relationship 

dimension (0.063 points). 

According to the scores obtained for each dimension, it could be presumed that the heads 

of households value more the relationship that the home has with the environment, when 

choosing a home, rather than value the home per se and each of its constructive benefits 

and comfort, or the relationship it has with the rest of the city. 

 

3.5.  Checking the assumptions of the multiple linear regression model 

As indicated by the Theory of Statistical Science, it is extremely important that the errors 

of the model comply with the assumptions of linearity, randomness, normality, 

homoscedasticity and independence, in order to conclude the good fit of the model 

(Gujarati and Porter, 2009). 

The assumption of linearity of the errors was graphically verified, correlating the response 

variable (Housing Quality Index) and the standardized residuals. The graph (figure 2) 

showed a linear behavior with slight deviations that can be tolerated. 

 

 

Figure 2. Correlation of the housing quality index (HQI) versus residuals standardized 

plotted with SPSS for Windows version 23.00 software. 



 

The Runs test was applied in order to verify that the errors did not present patterns of 

manipulation of the original data. In this way, Hypothesis zero: Errors are random was 

contrasted, versus Hypothesis one: Errors are not random. The test calculated a 

significance (0.08) greater than 5% defined as the discrepancy value, accepting the zero 

hypothesis; which allowed to verify the assumption of Randomness of the errors. 

The assumption of Normality of the errors was demonstrated by applying the 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, by means of which the Zero Hypothesis was contrasted: The 

errors are distributed as a normal distribution, compared to Hypothesis one: The errors 

are not distributed as a normal distribution. The test scored a significance of 0.093, a value 

that exceeds the 5% established as a discrepancy. The significance value then allowed us 

to conclude that the errors are distributed as a normal distribution or at least there is no 

evidence to deny it. 

To test the assumption of Homocedasticity or Homogeneity of Variances of the errors, a 

simple linear regression was calculated between the quadratic residual values of the 

Housing Quality Index and the regressive variables (dimensions of Housing Quality 

Satisfaction). Based on this, the ANOVA test was used and the Zero Hypothesis was 

contrasted: There is homogeneity of variances between the errors, compared to 

Hypothesis one: There is no homogeneity of variances between the errors. The ANOVA 

test yielded a significance value of 0.061, which is a value that exceeds 5% (established 

discrepancy value) and evidence of acceptance of the zero hypothesis. In other words, 

there is no evidence to deny the homogeneity of variances of the errors. 

The Durbin-Watson test was used to test the assumption of Independence of the errors, 

allowing to contrast the Zero Hypothesis: There is no autocorrelation or, equivalently, the 

error terms are independent, compared to Hypothesis one: There is autocorrelation or, 

equivalently, the error terms are not independent. The value obtained by the Durbin-

Watson test was 1,846. 

To carry out the hypothesis contrast, the Durbin-Watson table (with alpha equal to 5%) 

was used in order to find a discrepancy interval to the statistic calculated by the test. 

Likewise, a k = 3 was set for n = 950, detecting dL = 1,889 and dU = 1,897. With these last 

two values, the two hypothesis testing bands were constructed, obtaining the positive 

autocorrelation interval [1,889, 1,897] and the negative autocorrelation interval [2,103, 

2,111]. In such a way that, as the calculated Durbin-Watson statistic falls outside both 

autocorrelation intervals, the zero hypothesis is accepted, allowing to indicate that the 

error terms are independent. 

Finally, it was proved that the Multiple Linear Regression model is valid for its fit in the 

data. 



 

4. CONCLUSION 

The research allowed to validate that the Satisfaction by Housing Quality is linearly related 

to the Housing Quality Index, without ruling out or validating the possible causality 

between both variables. For its detection, the Linear Regression model was used, unlike 

Arévalo (1999), who uses the multivariate technique of Correspondence Analysis to build 

the Housing Quality Index in Spain. Likewise, it is important to recognize that the research 

applied similar criteria to construct the Housing Quality Index in Metropolitan Lima, 

despite the fact that Arévalo developed the multivariate model to compare the housing of 

1980 with that of 1990 and demonstrate that the quality has improved with over time. 

It was verified that the dimensions of the housing-city relation, the housing-environment 

relation, and the characteristics of the dwelling (living space) have a positive linear 

relationship with the housing quality index. 

The Multiple Linear Regression model made it possible to rank the linear relationship of 

the dimensions of satisfaction by quality of housing with the index of quality of housing, 

occupying the first place, the dimension housing-environment relation, the second place 

the characteristic dimension of housing (habitable space) and, finally, the housing-city 

relationship dimension. 

The model applied in the research was validated using various criteria such as the prior 

analysis of the applicability of the linear model and the goodness of fit indicators, but 

finally and, perhaps more importantly, by analyzing the errors at a primary level. Despite 

this, it is possible to analyze each residual a little more to further refine and improve the 

estimated model and, when used, the projections are much more precise. In this exercise, 

it has not been seen convenient to delve into the analysis of residuals because the data 

collection was carried out considering a non-probabilistic sampling procedure, and for the 

level pursued by the investigation, the conclusions obtained from the procedure carried 

out are valid. . However, it is recommended to return to the research topic and recalculate 

the statistical model from data obtained under a probabilistic sampling design, in order to 

more accurately estimate the parameters of the Linear Regression model. In this way, the 

model will allow estimating more accurate indices at the time of its application. 

The variable satisfaction by quality of housing was estimated from three dimensions that 

in turn are made up of items that collect information based on the perception of the 

respondent, while the variable index of quality of housing by three identical dimensions, 

but made up of indicators that collect objective information. In this way, and in 

accordance with García Pozo (2007), the model separates subjective from objective 

information and crosses them in order to highlight the relationship between the two. 

Meanwhile, Sánchez (2013) mixes both types of information to estimate two concepts and 

evaluate their relationship, the variables urban function and quality of housing. 



It is recommended to use the proposed statistical model, in the appraisal of homes, the 

qualification of a head of household in the financial system (segmentation), as an indicator 

to measure the degree of vulnerability of its users, as an indicator of design quality, as an 

indicator of human development, and so on. However, it is advisable to use other more 

sophisticated models of Statistics in this type of research, such as the Canonical 

Correlation model, which allows with greater ambition to measure the different 

relationships that the dimensions of both study variables may have: HQI and HQS. 

In addition, it is important to also consider updating the statistical model in a period of no 

more than 5 years due to the constant changes of known and unknown exogenous 

variables. Mainly because there is a rapid trend towards the reduction of square meters of 

the new homes offered, which are replacing those single-family homes of greater 

extension (in the absence of space to build horizontally), causing the population to adopt 

new habits. It is also recommended that the proposed statistical model serve as a 

reference for further research. 

The research determined the profile of the head of the household surveyed: he is male, 25 

to 34 years old, his highest level of education attained is university, resides in an 

urbanization, cooperative or association in a single-family dwelling. 

The proportion of heads of households satisfied with the quality of housing was estimated 

to be 0.5658, with a limit for the estimation error of ± 0.0496. Also, the estimated 

proportion of homes with passing quality indices is 0.4592, with a limit for the estimation 

error of ± 0.0447. The difference between the two indicators, being a little more 

satisfaction, can be interpreted as reasonable since the indicator was measured through a 

subjective evaluation carried out by the head of household of the dwelling, who generally 

overestimates his perception of reality by several reasons, mainly for fear of being judged; 

instead, the quality of the home is a more controlled indicator and is based on the 

objective analysis carried out by the Specialist. 

Finally, it is recommended that this research be used as a reference model for quantitative 

research with advanced Statistics applied to research in the specialty of Architecture. 
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